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Abstract

Large-scale protein structure determination by NMR via automatic assignment of NOESY spectra
requires the adjustment of several parameters for optimal performance. Among those are the chemical
shift tolerance windows (D), which allow for the compensation of badly matching chemical shifts in the
assignment-list and peak-lists, and the maximum number of assignment possibilities allowed per peak
(nmax). Here, we test the influence of different values for D and nmax on the performance of automated
assignment of NOESY spectra by ARIA. Using Cesta.py (a Python script available from http://pas-
teur.fr/binfs/), we analyse the number of rejected peaks and the average number of assignments as a
function of D and derive criteria for optimising D and nmax prior to structure calculation. The analysis
also makes it possible to detect inconsistencies in the dataset, e.g., badly matching frequencies in the
NOESY peak-lists and in the provided assignment-list. We show that ARIA can deal with a large num-
ber of assignment possibilities for each peak, provided the correct option is present, and that conse-
quently narrow tolerances should be avoided.

Abbreviations: NMR – nuclear magnetic resonance; NOE – nuclear overhauser effect; rmsd – root
mean square deviation; 2D – two-dimensional; 3D – three-dimensional; ARIA – ambiguous restraints
for iterative assignment; ADR – ambiguous distance restraint; D – vector of chemical shift tolerances;
Dmax – values of D for which the number of accepted peaks is maximal; n(Cj) – number of assignment
options for the peak Cj; nmax – maximum number of assignment possibilities allowed per peak;
nav – average number of assignment possibilities per peak in the first iteration; ArgR – arginine repres-
sor N-terminal domain; – HRDC – helicase and RNaseD C-terminal domain; EVH1 – Ena/VASP
Homology 1 domain; VASP – vasodilator stimulated phosphoprotein.

Introduction

The use of NMR structure determination in struc-
tural genomics projects is still severely hampered

by incomplete automation and standardisation of
the data analysis step (resonance assignment, peak
picking, NOE assignment, etc.). Despite the devel-
opment of strategies for including powerful new
experimental parameters such as residual dipolar
couplings (Tjandra et al., 1997), high resolution
NMR structure determination still mostly depends
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on distance restraints from NOESY cross-peaks.
The manual identification of NOESY cross-peaks
(NOEs) is an error-prone and tedious process,
demanding automation by robust computer algo-
rithms. Several routines for the assignment of
NOEs have thus been published (ARIA – Kharrat
et al., 1995; Nilges et al., 1997; Nilges and
O’Donoghue, 1998; Linge et al., 2001, 2003, CANDID
– Herrmann et al., 2002, DYANA – Güntert et al.,
1997, KNOWNOE – Gronwald et al., 2002,
NOAH – Mumenthaler and Braun, 1995; Mu-
menthaler et al., 1997, AUTOSTRUCTURE –
Moseley and Montelione, 1999; Moseley et al.,
2001) and have been recently reviewed (Güntert,
2003). All these programs require the sequence-
specific chemical shift assignment (assignment-list)
and lists with cross-peaks from NOESY-type spec-
tra (peak-lists) as input.

In these programs, several parameters can be
adjusted, e.g., the set of chemical shift tolerances
(D) associated with each dimension of each spec-
trum, in order to account for the unavoidable
experimental uncertainties in determining peak
positions. Often, in the case of very complete and
redundant datasets (including a set of additional
distance restraints like residual dipolar coupling,
hydrogen bond and dihedral angle restraints), the
influence of D on the calculations is not dramatic,
hence the use of default values for this parameter
is common (Herrmann et al., 2002). In contrast,
in the more challenging case of structure calcula-
tions based on unassigned NOE data alone and
especially without hydrogen bond restraints, the
choice of D may play a crucial role. However,
when choosing values for D, the user has limited
criteria to make a rational choice. The optimal D
is not known a priori and experience suggests
that digital resolution alone is an insufficient
guide for choosing correct values. In fact, other
factors (line-width, resonance dispersion, pres-
ence of noise or artefacts, sample instability,
varying measurement conditions, etc.) all contrib-
ute to the actual uncertainty in chemical shift.

A second important parameter that can be
adjusted prior to calculations is the maximal
number of assignment possibilities allowed per
peak (nmax). To restrict the computational effort,
cross-peaks displaying more than nmax alternative
assignment options are not used for the structure
calculation. The choice of D should not be
made independently of that of nmax, since both

parameters together determine the number of
accepted peaks and the number of assignment
possibilities.

Here, we derive a procedure for choosing
optimal values for D and nmax via an analysis of
the NOE assignment in the first iteration of
ARIA, prior to structure calculations. This anal-
ysis provides diagnostic information regarding
the consistency of resonance assignment-list and
peak-lists and about the degree of spectral over-
lap affecting the spectra. We present a script
(Cesta.py*) to automatically perform this
pre-calculation analysis: the output of this analy-
sis is the evaluation of four diagnostic functions
(defined hereafter), which provide insight into the
peculiarity of each protein dataset.

We then performed structure calculations for
five different proteins, using several different
combinations of D and nmax, in order to under-
stand their influence on the quality of the struc-
tures calculated by ARIA. This allowed us to
develop a strategy for predicting optimal values
of these two parameters by a simple pre-calcula-
tion analysis.

Theory and computational methods

Peak annotation, distance restraint evaluation and
structure calculation

The co-ordinates of a 2D NOESY cross-peak are
the chemical shifts of two interacting protons. In
3D or 4D NOESY spectra, the 2D peaks are dis-
persed along one or two more orthogonal axes
using the chemical shifts of one or two bonded
heteronuclei. The peak co-ordinates in 3D or 4D
NOESY spectra are therefore the chemical shifts
of the two protons and those of the heteronuclei.
Peak-picking is the procedure generating the
peak-list of the spectrum. Peak-picking associates
every signal intensity identified as cross-peak j to
a chemical shift vector Cj ¼ ½ðchet1j Þ; cprolj ;
ðchet2j Þ; cpro2j �; entry of the peak-list C. The values
referring to the heteronuclear dimensions of the
spectrum are indicated in parenthesis since they
are only present in 3D and 4D spectra.

Formally, chemical shift values are affected
by an intrinsic degree of uncertainty represented

* Available from http://pasteur.fr/binfs/
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by the vector of digital resolutions R ¼ ½ðrhet1Þ;
rprol; ðrhet2Þ; rpro2�: In practice, changing experi-
mental conditions in acquiring different spectra,
peak overlap, heating effects, etc. further contrib-
ute to the actual uncertainty that affects NOE
cross-peak co-ordinates. These factors may influ-
ence every peak individually. For these reasons,
it is more appropriate to use the term actual
chemical shift uncertainty, that we represent with
the vector Uj ¼ ½ðuhet1

j Þ; uprol
j ; ðuhet2

j Þ; upro2
j �. It is a

function of each individual peak and not a global
parameter of the spectrum like the digital resolu-
tion. In order to account for the limited precision
in chemical shift measurements and for the sys-
tematic experimental errors, ARIA, like other
automatic methods for the assignment of NO-
ESY spectra (NOAH, CANDID, KNOW-
NOE…), globally applies a vector of chemical
shift tolerances D=[(dhet1), dpro1, (dhet2), dpro2].
Sufficiently large values for D should be chosen
to compensate for all sources of inconsistencies
between resonance assignment-list and peak-lists.

During the NOE annotation, the program
generates a list of assignment options for each
peak. This procedure depends intimately on D.
Every set of spins represented by the two couples
of frequencies Am ¼ ½ðahet1

m Þ; apro1
m � and,

An ¼ ½ðahet2
n Þ; apro2

n �, contained in the resonance
assignment-list A, which fulfils the conditions:

Ca
J � da � aa

m � ca
J þ da a ¼ ðhet1Þ; pro1;

Cb
J � db � ab

n � cb
J þ db b ¼ ðhet2Þ; pro2,

(

ð1Þ

is accepted as a possible assignment of the
peak Cj. NOEs with no assignment options or
with a number of assignment options which
exceeds nmax are rejected. Depending on the
number of assignment options according to
Equation 1, the accepted NOEs are divided
into unambiguous (only one assignment possibil-
ity) and ambiguous (several assignment
possibilities).

In case of complete resonance assignment, if

ua
j < jd

aj a ¼ (het1); pro1;

ub
j < jdbj b ¼ (het2); pro2,

(
ð2Þ

the chemical shift tolerances account for the
actual uncertainty affecting the peak Cj and the

correct assignment is taken into account: we will
refer to this peak as correctly annotated. We will
refer to a peak as incorrectly annotated anytime
one or more conditions in Equation 2 are not
satisfied.

The annotated NOEs are used to generate
structural restraints. ARIA is able to handle
ambiguous NOEs by treating them as ambiguous
distance restraints (ADR) (Nilges, 1993, 1995).
In this approach, every ambiguous cross-peak is
treated as a superposition of signals arising from
all possible assignments, each of which contrib-
utes to the global volume of the peak, propor-
tional to the inverse sixth power of the
corresponding interatomic distances dk. Distance
restraints are calculated by

Dj �
XnðCj;D;AÞ

k¼1
d�6k

 !�1=6
; ð3Þ

where n(Cj, D, A) represents the number of
assignment possibilities for the peak Cj, which
depends on D and A according to Equation 1.
The distances dk are calculated from preliminary
template structures: during the initial assignment,
when no preliminary structure is available, a tem-
plate with extended main chain conformation is
used. The presence of some incorrect options
among the assignment possibilities of an ADR
does not lead to inconsistencies, as long as the
correct assignment is present, since the r)6

weighted average distance Dj is always shorter
than and strongly weighted to the shortest of the
distances dk. In contrast, whenever the correct
assignment is not included among the assignment
possibilities, the derived distance restraint is
likely to be inconsistent with the others and thus
potentially able to induce distortions in the struc-
tures. After their evaluation, distance restraints
are subjected to simulated annealing (Brunger
et al., 1998) to generate a set of structures. ARIA
then repeats the cycle (iteration) of peak assign-
ment, restraint evaluation and structure calcula-
tions several times, until satisfying convergence
of the structure bundles is achieved. During the
iterations, an increasing number of less-represen-
tative assignment options are rejected for each
peak in Equation 3 (Linge et al., 2001), resulting
in the unambiguous assignment of most ambigu-
ous cross-peaks.
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Influence of D and nmax on the peak assignment

D and nmax influence the automated assignment
of the NOESY spectrum in various ways. The
effects of four different choices for D on the
assignment of a cross-peak are shown in Fig-
ure 1. C is a cross-peak of a 2D spectrum with
co-ordinates c1 and c2. Let aa, ab … and av, aw…
be examples of resonance assignments close in
frequency to c1 and c2, respectively. The co-ordi-
nates (aa, ax) (bold dashed lines) indicate the only
correct assignment for the peak C; any other
combination of resonance assignments represents
an incorrect assignment option. Black dots desig-
nate the accepted assignment possibilities for the
peak C. In this example, nmax ¼ 20 (the default
value) is chosen. In Figure 1a, the choice of very
narrow D values leads to the rejection of the
cross-peak due to the lack of assignment possibil-
ities, as no frequency in the resonance assign-
ment-list matches the range [c2)d2, c2 + d2]. In
Figure 1b, the choice of slightly larger D values

leads to some assignment possibilities, hence the
peak is accepted. However, since the tolerance
window is too small to compensate for the actual
uncertainty in chemical shift position (i.e., one of
the conditions of Equation 2 is not satisfied), the
correct frequency aa lies outside the tolerance
window and the assignment possibilities do not
contain the correct one. As a result, the peak is
accepted but is incorrectly annotated, thus it will
be incorrectly assigned at the end of the calcula-
tion. In contrast, with much larger D values
(Figure 1c), the correct assignment is taken into
account, although together with many more
assignment possibilities. Since the total number
of assignment options (20) does not exceed nmax,
the peak is accepted and correctly annotated.
However, due to its high ambiguity, the derived
structural restraint will be very loose. A further
increase of D (Figure 1d) leads to the removal of
the peak, since the number of assignment options
(25) exceeds nmax.

This example shows that, depending on the
values assigned to the parameters D and nmax, a
cross-peak can be accepted or rejected, and if
accepted, correctly annotated or incorrectly
annotated. Therefore, D and nmax influence glob-
ally the calculation by determining the number of
accepted NOEs, the percentage of these that are
correctly annotated and the average number of
assignment possibilities per peak. Thus, we need
a strategy to choose D large enough to avoid the
exclusion of the correct assignments (Figures 1a
and b), without increasing excessively the number
assignment options (Figures 1c and 1d).

A tool for a pre-calculation analysis of the
automated NOE assignment: Cesta.py

The set-up of all calculations plus the collection
and analysis of the results presented in this work
were performed automatically with the help of
the Python script Cesta.py (ChEmical Shift Tol-
erances Analysis).

This Python script analyses the influence of
chemical shift tolerance windows in ARIA v1.2
calculations. The user can run the script after the
set-up of an ARIA v1.2 run, when the full ARIA
directory tree is already present and the parame-
ter file run.cns has already been edited. The script
sets up a series of analogous ARIA runs differing
only in the values of D, which are increased from

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1. Influence of D and nmax on the annotation of a generic
cross-peak. In this example, nmax is set to 20. The black dots
indicate the assignment options for the peak, obtained by tak-
ing all combinations of resonance assignments falling inside
different tolerance windows. The co-ordinates (aa, ax) (bold
dashed lines) represent the only correct assignment for the peak.
(a) The peak is rejected because of a lack of assignment possi-
bilities; (b) the peak is accepted as ambiguous restraint but is
incorrectly annotated, because the correct frequency aa lies
outside the tolerance window; (c) the peak is accepted as an
ambiguous restraint and is correctly annotated: however, the
large number of ambiguities makes it a very loose restraint; (d)
the peak is rejected because the number of assignment possi-
bilities exceeds nmax.
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small to large values. The script starts each of
these ARIA runs and allows the software to
annotate the cross-peaks and subsequently merge
the various peak-lists in the first iteration. Merg-
ing indicates the process of creating a unique
peak-list (the merged list) from all supplied peak-
lists by removing duplicate peaks, arising from
the same NOE interactions being present in dif-
ferent spectra. We indicate with mNtot the total
number of entries in the merged list. The script
interrupts the ARIA calculation just after the
annotation and the merging of spectra in the first
iteration, prior to any structure calculation.
The script then analyses the annotated spectra
and the merged list and evaluates for each of
them the following four diagnostic functions
(i)–(iv):

(i) N rej
noassigðDÞ the number of rejected peaks due to

a lack of assignment options as function of D
This function depends on the quality of the align-
ment of chemical shifts between the assignment-
list and the NOESY peak-list and allows for the
assessment of differences between both lists. In
the ideal case of optimal alignment and complete
resonance assignment, no peak is rejected due to
a lack of assignment possibilities even for extre-
mely small D values, because at least the correct
assignment is taken into account for each peak.
On the contrary, when dealing with real datasets,
the frequencies in the (rarely complete) resonance
assignment-list match only within a certain error
limit the chemical shift co-ordinates of NOESY
cross-peaks. The poorer the consistency between
the resonance assignment-list and the peak-lists,
the larger the area defined by the function curve
and the x-axis (compare the solid and the dotted
lines in Figure 2a). Thus, N rej

noassigðDÞ is a useful
diagnostic function to quantify the agreement
between the frequencies in the two lists and, con-
sequently, to identify those datasets which suffer
from dramatic frequency inconsistencies and to
which larger D should be applied. In these cases,
the digital resolution alone would be a mislead-
ing parameter as a basis for the choice of D.

Values of D which leave many cross-peaks
unassigned are very likely to underestimate the
real uncertainty affecting all other cross-peaks;
such values should be avoided, as they lead to
unnecessary peak rejection (Figure 1a), and, even

worse, to the acceptance of many incorrectly
annotated peaks (Figure 1b). Thus, the point
where N rej

noassigðDÞ becomes minimal provides a
criterion to set a lower limit for D.

(ii) N rej
nmax
ðD; nmaxÞ : the number of rejected peaks

due to an excess of assignment options as a func-
tion of D
This function represents the number of peaks
rejected owing to an excess of assignment options
as a function of D. In contrast to N rej

noassigðDÞ;
which is independent of nmax, N rej

n max
ðD; nmaxÞ

depends intimately on nmax. The lower the values
chosen for nmax and the larger D, the higher the
number of peaks rejected by means of nmax.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) The number of rejected peaks due to a lack of
assignment options as a function of D ðNrej

noassigðDÞÞ for two
hypothetical datasets, one featuring a good (solid) and the other
a bad (dotted) frequency alignment between the resonance
assignment-list and peak-lists.(b) Typical behaviours of the
number of accepted peaks Nacc(D) when the removal of the
most ambiguous peaks by nmax is on (solid) or off (dashed). In
the first case, the function displays a maximum in correspon-
dence to D ¼ Dmax. In the second case, the function reaches a
constant value for large D equal to the total number of entries in
the merged list mNtot.
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N rej
nmax
ðD; nmaxÞ allows one to quantify the effects

of nmax on the rejection of peaks. Hence, the
function can be used to detect inadequate choices
of the parameter nmax, when, for example, large
proteins are investigated, avoiding unnecessary
removal of cross-peaks.

(iii) Nacc(D, nmax): the number of accepted peaks
as a function of D and nmax

For a peak-list kC of spectrum k the total num-
ber of accepted peaks in the first iteration
(kNaccðD; nmaxÞ) is the total number of cross-
peaks (kNtotÞ, minus the number of peaks rejected
because no assignment is possible (kN rej

noassigðDÞ)
and because of exceeding nmax assignment
options (kN rej

nmax
ðD; nmaxÞ). After the exclusion of

duplicate restraints (N rej
duplicateðDÞ), the total num-

ber of accepted peaks in the merged list mC in
the first iteration is represented by

NaccðD;nmaxÞ¼
X

k

kNaccðD;nmaxÞ
� �

�N rej
duplicateðDÞ

¼
X

k

kNtot�k N rej
noassigðDÞ

h

�kN rej
nmax
ðD;nmaxÞ

i
�N rej

duplicateðDÞ

¼
X

k

kN tot�N rej
duplicateðDÞ

 !

�
X

k

kN rej
noassigðDÞ

�
X

k

kN rej
nmax
ðD;nmaxÞ

¼ m Ntot�m N rej
noassigðDÞ

�m N rej
nmax
ðD;nmaxÞ: ð4Þ

To describe the number of accepted peaks in all
other iterations, an extra term has to be added to
Equation 4, to account for the rejection of system-
atically inconsistent peaks by means of the noise-
removal mechanisms of ARIA (Linge et al., 2001).

At small D values, the last term in Equation 4
(mN rej

nmax
ðD; nmaxÞ) is 0. Hence Nacc(D, nmax) increases

with D since a decreasing number of peaks are
left without an assignment.

When nmax is assigned a very large value,
no peak is rejected by means of nmax

ðmNrej
nmax
ðD; nmaxÞ ¼ 0Þ even for very large D values.

Since with sufficiently large D all peaks have at
least one assignment option (mN rej

noassigðDÞ ’ 0),
the last two terms of Equation 4 vanish. Thus,
for large values of nmax, the number of accepted

peaks increases with increasing D until a constant
value equal to mNtot is obtained (Figure 2b,
dashed line). At intermediate values of nmax,
peaks are rejected due to an exceeding of nmax

assignment options at higher D: thus, the func-
tion in Equation 4 first increases and then
decreases with increasing D values (Figure 2b,
solid line). We define Dmax as the point at which
Nacc(D) reaches its maximum. Depending on the
value of nmax, it can happen that, within an inter-
val of D a number of peaks are rejected due to
an excess of assignment options while others are
excluded because no assignment option can be
found (the last two terms in Equation 4 are both
different from 0). If this is the case, Dmax is
obtained at D values where a fraction of peaks
are left without assignment, thus at smaller val-
ues for D than the lower limit, determined as dis-
cussed in (i), using N rej

noassigðDÞ as a criterion.
Therefore, whenever nmax is excessively small,
Dmax becomes a misleading parameter to direct
the choice for D. Consequently, a good strategy
to choose D should never rely exclusively on the
total number of accepted peaks, but rather on an
analysis of the different sources of peak rejection.

However, Nacc(D, nmax) is a useful diagnostic
function which allows for an immediate estima-
tion of the overall number of accepted peaks for
different settings of D and nmax and thus helps to
avoid erroneous choices for the two parameters
leading to unnecessary removal of peaks.

(iv) nav(D, nmax): the average number of assign-
ments per peak nav as a function of D and nmax

For each peak-list kC of a spectrum k with kNtot

cross-peak entries, we define the average number
of assignment possibilities per peak in the spectrum
k in the first iteration (knav) as

knav ¼
1

kN accðD; nmaxÞ
XkNtot

j¼1
H½nmax

� nðkCj;D;AÞ þ 1� � nðkCj;D;AÞ; ð5Þ

where n(kCj, D, A) is the function introduced
above which associates each entry kCj of the
peak-list the spectrum k to its number of assign-
ment possibilities and Q(x) is the Heaviside step
function, which takes the value of 1 if the argu-
ment is larger than 0, otherwise 0. The factor
Q[nmax)n(

kCj, D, A)+1] in Equation 5 accounts
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for the fact that peaks with more than nmax

assignment possibilities are discarded. If more
spectra are supplied, the average number of
assignment possibilities per peak in the merged list
in the first iteration (nav) is

nav ¼
1

NaccðD; nmaxÞ
XNaccðD;nmaxÞ

j¼1
nðmCj;D;AÞ ð6Þ

for a merged list mC containing Nacc(D, nmax)
entries mCj. For a resonance assignment-list A,
knav and nav depend in the first iteration on the
values assigned to the two parameters D and nmax

alone. Generally speaking, the average number of
assignment possibilities increases with increasing
D and cannot assume values larger than nmax.
Due to larger overlap problems in 2D rather
than in 3D spectra, it grows much faster with
increasing D when using 2D data rather than 3D
data for the same protein. In general, the effects
increase with increasing protein size and are
more severe for predominantly a-helical proteins,
which notably display low chemical shift disper-
sion. Finally, Equations 5 and 6 slightly overesti-
mate the real number of assignment possibilities
in that, for degenerate protons belonging to the
same heavy atom (e.g. methyl groups), each pro-
ton is counted as possible assignment.

Therefore, knav (D, nmax) and nav (D, nmax) can
be used to investigate the overlap problems
affecting the spectra and the merged list and help
to avoid incorrect choices of D and nmax, which
would lead to an undesirably high average num-
ber of assignment possibilities per peak.

Materials and methods

Proteins and datasets used in these calculations

We used five different protein NMR datasets for
the ARIA calculations: the C-terminal domain of
Lac Repressor (Lac) (Bell and Lewis, 2001); the
N-terminal domain of Arginine Repressor
(ArgR) (Sunnerhagen et al., 1997; Ni et al.,
1999); the C-terminal domain PB1 of yeast
CDC24p (PB1) (D. Leitner et al., 2003, personal
communication); the HRDC domain of RecQ
(HRDC) (Liu et al., 1999) and the EVH1 domain
of human VASP (EVH1) (Fedorov et al., 1999;
Ball et al., 2002). We used only 2D NOESY data
for ArgR and Lac and 13C- and 15N-edited 3D
NOESY data for PB1, HRDC and EVH1. In all
calculations, we supplied hydrogen bond and
dihedral angle restraints. The main characteristics
of these proteins and their spectra, relevant to
this work, are summarised in Table 1.

Pre-calculation analysis by Cesta.py

The script Cesta.py created 165 different D sets,
ranging from very small (dhet1 ¼ 0.00062, dpro1 ¼
0.00005, dpro2 ¼ 0.000025) to very large values
(dhet1 ¼ 1.25, dpro1 ¼ 0.1, dpro2 ¼ 0.05) and evalu-
ated the four diagnostic functions for all five pro-
tein datasets. On a 1.8 GHz processor, the pre-
calculation analysis required 8–12 h of CPU
time, depending on the dataset. The calculation
time can be reduced by lowering the number of
values to be evaluated. For example, evaluating

Table 1. The five different datasets used for the calculations

Name PDB entries Chain length Secondary structure Type of data Number of peaks

Lac 1JWL 56 3a 2D NOESY 2D (H2O): 2122

2D (D2O): 2106

PB1 1PQS 77 4b + 2a 3D NOESY 13C-edited 3D: 1909
15N-edited 3D: 766

ArgR 1AOY 78 3a + 2b 2D NOESY 2D (H2O): 1403

2D (D2O): 1245

HRDC 1D8B 91 3a 3D NOESY 13C-edited 3D: 2455
15N-edited 3D: 824

EVH1 1QC6 115 7b + 1a 3D NOESY 13C-edited 3D: 3506
15N-edited 3D: 2772

The NOESY peak-lists of Lac, ArgR, HRDC and EVH1 were obtained with manual peak-picking, while those of PB1 were generated
automatically with the internal peak-picking algorithm of Sparky v.3.1 (http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/home/sparky/). Diagonal and obvious
noise peaks were removed manually. No manual NOE assignments were included into the peak-list.
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the diagnostic functions using only 30 D sets
required just 90–150 min.

ARIA calculations

The structures were calculated by ARIA v.1.2 on
a Dual Athlon M1800 + cluster at the Pasteur
Institute. The number of calculated structures
was 20 for iterations 0–7 and 100 for the final
iteration 8. The calculations were evaluated by
computing a pair-wise rmsd (precision) and an
rmsd to a reference structure (accuracy) of the 20
lowest-energy structures. As a reference, we used
the X-ray structure for Lac and EVH1 and the
averaged NMR solution structure for ArgR,
HRDC and PB1.

Results and discussion

Analysis of the NOE assignment in the first
iteration: evaluation of N rej

noassigðDÞ;N rej
nmax
ðD; nmaxÞ,

N acc(D, nmax) and nav (D, nmax) for five different
protein datasets by means of Cesta.py

The script Cesta.py was used to analyse the
dependence of N rej

noassigðDÞ;N rej
nmax
ðD; nmaxÞ Nacc(D,

nmax) and nav(D, nmax) on D for all five protein
datasets. In this pre-calculation analysis 165 dif-
ferent sets of D (see above) were used to evaluate
the four diagnostic functions. The same analysis
was performed three times using three different
values (200, 20 and 5) for nmax. We plotted,
N rej
noassigðDÞ;N rej

nmax
ðD; nmaxÞ in Figure 3, nav(D, nmax)

in Figure 4 and Nacc(D, nmax) in the top sections
of each plot in Figure 5 for all five proteins. six-
teen out of the 165 D sets used for this pre-calcu-
lation analysis were chosen to perform structure
calculations (their results will be discussed in the
following section). The values of these 16 D sets
are summarised in Table 2: the numbers in paren-
theses correlate each of these 16 D sets to one of
the 165 D sets used for the pre-calculation analy-
sis. Although all the 165 values of the diagnostic
functions evaluated by Cesta.py were employed
for the plots in Figures 3–5, we decided to use the
16 D sets of Table 2 for labelling the x-axis in
these figures to facilitate the comparison of the
output of the pre-calculation analysis by Cesta.py
with the results of the structure calculations.

N rej
noassigðDÞ (solid line in Figure 3) is indepen-

dent of nmax and provides insight into the self-
consistency of the dataset. The significantly lower
slope of the curve for the PB1 domain signals an

Figure 3. Nrej
noassigðDÞ and Nrej

nmax
ðD; nmaxÞ are plotted as a func-

tion of D and nmax. For each protein, we represent on the y-axis
the number of peaks rejected during the initial NOE annotation
because no assignment option was found (Nrej

noassigðDÞ solid line)
and the number of peaks rejected because of exceeding of nmax

(Nrej
nmax
ðD; nmaxÞ): the latter was evaluated for nmax ¼ 5 (dotted

line) and nmax ¼ 20 (dashed line). The plotted data refer to the
H2O-2D spectra for Lac and ArgR and to the 13C-edited NO-
ESY for PB1, HRDC and EVH1 (Table 1 ). The labelling of the
x-axis refers to the 16 D sets of Table 2.
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important anomaly in this dataset. Owing to
sample decay, frequencies in the peak-lists and
resonance assignment-list do not match properly;
therefore, many peaks remain unassigned, even
when relatively large D values are used. In this
dataset, the uncertainty with respect to the chem-
ical shift values is much greater than expected
from the digital resolution.

Following our discussion above, the evaluation
of N rej

noassigðDÞ allowed us to find appropriate lower
limits for D: the values of set 8 for Lac, set 7 for
ArgR, set 10 for HRDC, set 7 for EVH1 and the
larger values of set 13 for PB1 (see Table 2).

Figure 3 shows that different values for nmax

have large effects on N rej
nmax
ðD; nmaxÞ. This diagnos-

tic function allows an assessment of which value
of nmax is more appropriate in avoiding unneces-
sary peak rejection with respect to the chosen D
values. For all five proteins, nmax ¼ 5 led to
extensive peak rejection with D equal to or larger
than the lower limits suggested above. In con-
trast, the number of rejected peaks was very
small with nmax ¼ 20. This shows that 20 is in
general an appropriate value for moderately-sized
proteins.

The plots in Figure 4 show that, for very large
nmax (nmax ¼ 200), nav can assume very large val-
ues when increasing D. Generally speaking, the
larger the resonance-overlap affecting the spectra,
the more dramatic the growth of nav with increas-
ing D. The average number of assignments per
peak grows much faster with increasing D when
peak-lists from 2D spectra rather than 3D spectra
are used for proteins of comparable size, as can
be seen by comparing nav(D) for ArgR and PB1.
Furthermore, these effects usually increase with
protein size and are more dramatic for domi-
nantly a-helical folds. Hence, the curves represent-
ing nav(D, nmax ¼ 200) for HRDC (three a-helices)
and EVH1 (seven b-strands and only one a-helix)
are only marginally different, although EVH1
contains 24 more residues than HRDC.

Influence of D and nmax on the quality of the
structures

An inappropriate choice of D and nmax can lead
to imprecise or inaccurate structure calculations
for three different reasons: (i) the number of
accepted peaks is too small; hence, the set of
restraints is insufficient to define the protein fold;
(ii) the average number of assignment possibili-
ties is too high and this hampers calculation con-
vergence; (iii) the percentage of incorrectly
annotated peaks is too high and the resulting
high number of incorrect distance restraints leads
to the calculation of inaccurate folds.

To analyse these situations, we performed one
set of calculations for each protein dataset with a
very low and a second with a very high value of
nmax (nmax ¼ 5 and nmax ¼ 200, respectively). For
comparison, a third set of calculations was per-
formed with the default value of nmax ¼ 20 as an
example of a more realistic calculation scheme.
Each set comprises 16 ARIA calculations per-
formed using the 16 different sets of D values of
Table 2. The results are summarised in twelve
plots (Figures 5a–d: calculations with nmax ¼ 5;
e–h: calculations with nmax ¼ 20; j–m: calcula-
tions with nmax ¼ 200). The analysis of calcula-
tions for the PB1 domain is not included: owing
to the problems discussed in the previous section,
we did not obtain any de novo convergent struc-
ture with the standard ARIA protocol. This par-
ticularly difficult case will be discussed at the end
of this section.

Figure 4. D and nmax determine the average number of assign-
ment possibilities per peak. On the y-axis, nav (D, nmax) is
plotted for different combinations of D and nmax (dashed line:
nav (D, nmax ¼ 5); dotted line: nav (D, nmax ¼ 20); solid line: nav
(D, nmax ¼ 200)). The labelling of the x-axis refers to the 16 D
sets of Table 2.
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Each plot in Figure 5 is composed of three
sections. The top represents Nacc(D) vs. D (solid
line). Additionally, we used a dashed line to indi-
cate the number of accepted peaks with only one
assignment possibility, to assess if a fraction of
unambiguously assigned peaks in the early itera-
tions is required to obtain correct structures. The
middle section shows the accuracy (black) and
the precision (red) of the calculated structures
after nine ARIA iterations. The curves supply
information about the effects of D on the calcu-
lated structures and allow for assessing the
ranges of values yielding the best structures. In

the bottom section, the growth of nav with
increasing D is displayed. In each plot the vertical
line indicates the lower limit for D as determined
by inspection of N rej

noassigðDÞ.

(a) Calculations with nmax ¼ 5
As shown in Figure 3, when nmax is too small with
respect to the size of the molecule, the number of
peaks rejected for excess of assignment options is
high even with relatively small D; as a result, Dmax

corresponds to relatively small D values. This
can be seen in Figure 5, top sections: the curve
representing Nacc(D) in plots a–d shows a much

(a)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(j) (k) (l) (m)

(c) (d)(b)

Figure 5. The influence of D and nmax on the quality of the final structures of Lac, ArgR, HRDC and EVH1. For each protein, three
plots are presented, corresponding to different choices for nmax (5, 20 and 200): the 12 plots are labelled with small letters a–m. Each
plot contains three sections, representing several parameters as a function of D: in the top sections, we represented the total number of
accepted peaks in the merged list Nacc(D) (solid) and the number of unambiguously assigned peaks (dashed) is shown; the accuracy
(black) and precision (red) of the calculated structures are shown in the middle sections nav(D) in the bottom sections. A different scale
for the y-axis is used in plots j–m to allow for the display of the larger values of nav(D) when the cut-off nmax is effectively not used. The
vertical dashed line in plots a–m indicates the lower limits for D as determined by means of Nrej

noassigðDÞ. The labelling of the x-axis refers
to the 16 D sets of Table 2.
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narrower shape than in plots e–h and j–m. The
curves in the middle sections of plots a–d indicate
that the settings of D at which we obtained the best
structures are centred on D values larger than
Dmax. This is an interesting result, since we
obtained better structures with D settings which
led to the acceptance of fewer peaks and to a lar-
ger average number of ambiguities than with
D ¼ Dmax. This is particularly clear for HRDC
(Figure 5, plot c). Dmax is not far from D set 7
(dhet1 ¼ 0.185, dpro1 ¼ 0.15, dpro2 ¼ 0.0075), but
only with D set 10 (dhet1 ¼ 0.5, dpro1 ¼ 0.04,
dpro2 ¼ 0.02) we obtained accurate structures
within 1 Å rmsd of the reference structure. With D
set 7, the number of accepted peaks was 2231, of
which 518 were unambiguously assigned, and
nav ¼ 2.92. In contrast, with D set 10, the number
of accepted peaks was only 1550 (of which just
189 were unambiguous) and nav ¼ 3.6. We deduce

that in the first case the use of smaller D values has
led to an incorrect annotation of a number of
peaks (as for the peak in Figure 1b).

The structural information contained in NO-
ESY spectra is redundant and this allows for cor-
rect structure calculations even when substantial
fractions of NOESY cross-peaks are omitted
from the peak-lists (Jee and Güntert, 2003). We
obtained correct structures with an accuracy of
2 Å with even 65.3% of peaks rejected for
EVH1, 67.3% for HRDC, 74.8% for ArgR and
84.6% for Lac, as can be seen in the plots a–d of
Figure 5. It is important to note that these per-
centages do not refer to statistic omissions, but
rather to a systematic removal of the most
ambiguous peaks by means of nmax.

In summary, these results with nmax ¼ 5 show
that the presence of the correct assignment
option among the assignment possibilities for
annotated cross-peaks is a far more important
prerequisite for a proper structure calculation
than the completeness of the NOESY peak-list.

(b) Calculations with nmax ¼ 200
For the proteins studied here, when nmax was set
to 200, no peaks are rejected for exceeding nmax

assignment options, allowing larger tolerance
windows to be used without loss of restraints.
This can be observed in plots j–m of Figure 5:
the top curves are characterised by a plateau
where Nacc(D) is constant and approximately
equal to mNtot (see Equation 4). The price paid
for effectively including all peaks in the calcula-
tion is an increase in nav with increasing D, as
can be seen by comparing the bottom sections in
plots a–h with those in plots j–m (taking into
account the different scale on the y-axis required
for the latter). In plots j–m, over a certain value
for D, calculations lead to inaccurate structures,
but for a completely different reason than in
plots a–d: the program includes now all peaks in
the calculation, but it is not able to handle the
number of assignment options when it exceeds a
critical value (middle sections, plots j–m). This
dramatically affects the calculations with 2D
datasets (Lac and ArgR), for which we obtained
correct structures only within a narrower range
of values for D (compare plots j and k with plots
l and m). An inspection of the curves in the mid-
dle sections of plots j–m allows for estimating the
highest tolerated values for nav that still led to

Table 2. The 16 sets of chemical shift tolerances D used for
the structure calculations

D sets dhet1 dpro1 dpro2

Structure

calculations

Pre-calculation

analysis

1 (3) 0.0144 0.00115 0.00057

2 (5) 0.0281 0.00225 0.00112

3 (7) 0.0419 0.00335 0.00167

4 (10) 0.0625 0.005 0.0025

5 (14) 0.0930 0.0074 0.0037

6 (18) 0.124 0.01 0.005

7 (26) 0.185 0.015 0.0075

8 (34) 0.247 0.02 0.01

9 (51) 0.377 0.03 0.015

10 (67) 0.500 0.04 0.02

11 (84) 0.624 0.05 0.025

12 (100) 0.754 0.06 0.03

13 (116) 0.877 0.07 0.035

14 (132) 1.00 0.08 0.04

15 (148) 1.12 0.09 0.045

16 (165) 1.25 0.10 0.05

The 16 sets were chosen among the 165 sets used by Cesta.py
for the pre-calculation analysis, as indicated by the set number
in parentheses. Each set consists of 3 D values: the tolerance for
the heteronuclear dimension (dhet1), the indirect proton
dimension (dpro1) and the detected proton dimension (dpro2).
The values increase from set 1 to set 16. The increment is
smaller for the first five sets to allow thorough sampling of
small D values. The detected proton dimension of a NOESY
spectrum is better resolved than the indirect one, hence smaller
tolerance windows for this dimension are used.
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good results for the four proteins. These critical
values are approximately 10 for Lac and ArgR
(2D NOESY spectra) and 17 for HRDC and
EVH1 (3D NOESY spectra), showing that they
can be significantly different if exclusively 2D or
3D spectra are used. However, all of them are
surprisingly high, indicating that the program is
very robust towards high levels of ambiguity in
the constraints. This is supported by the observa-
tion that optimal performance was obtained with
D values where most of the peaks were ambigu-
ous (see the dotted line in plots j–m, top sec-
tions). This shows that a significant fraction of
unambiguously assigned NOEs is not a prerequi-
site for good performance and that accurate
structures can be obtained starting from purely
ambiguous data (Nilges, 1995).

(c) Calculations with nmax ¼ 20
With the default value of nmax ¼ 20, the effects
of peak loss and increase of ambiguity are less
dramatic than in calculations with nmax ¼ 5 and
nmax ¼ 200, respectively. This results in a more
regular, flatter curve for Nacc(D) in the top sec-
tions of plots e–h, as compared to plots a–d and
j–m in Figure 5. With the exception of HRDC,
peaks are rejected due to an excess of assignment
options at values for D where only a marginal
fraction of peaks are left without a single possi-
ble assignment: in fact, for Lac, ArgR and Vasp,
Dmax is obtained for larger values than the lower
limits for D determined by means of N rej

noassigðDÞ,
as can be seen by comparing the relative position
of the maximum of the function Nacc(D) and the
vertical dotted line in plots e–h. In contrast, for
HRDC we obtained Dmax for D values smaller
than the lower limit. If now we observe the qual-
ity of the calculated structures, we see that for
Lac, ArgR and Vasp, calculations with D ¼ Dmax

led in fact to good-quality structures, whereby
for the HRDC domain D values larger than Dmax

were necessary to obtain correct structures.
This result tells us that, provided that D is not

smaller than the lower limit assessed with
N rej
noassigðDÞ, the best structures are obtained by

choosing the parameters such that Nacc(D), the
number of accepted peaks, is maximised and nav,
the average number of ambiguities, is minimised.
The case of the HRDC domain, analogously
to calculations with nmax ¼ 5, shows that
whenever Dmax is lower than the lower limit, the

total number of accepted peaks represents a mis-
leading parameter to choose D.

Calculations of the PB1 domain
Despite serious attempts, no calculation for the
PB1 domain led to satisfactory results, due to the
poor agreement between resonance assignment-
list and peak-lists, as discussed above. Compen-
sating for such frequency discrepancies can be
achieved only by applying very large D values.
The analysis by Cesta.py led to the conclusion
that the high values of D set 13 (dhet1 ¼ 0.88,
dpro1 ¼ 0.07, dpro2 ¼ 0.035) should be chosen as a
lower limit. However, the price to pay for this
choice was a high value of nav (>16.4), prevent-
ing convergence. We tried to rescue the calcula-
tion by slowing down the cooling phase of the
simulated annealing protocol, as recently sug-
gested (Lougheed et al., 2002): this enabled the
program to handle this high number of ambigui-
ties and led to accurate structures within an rmsd
of 1.5 Å of the reference (Fossi et al., 2004;
unpublished). Interestingly, the same modified
protocol used in conjunction with D values smal-
ler than those of set 13 in Table 2 did not lead to
satisfactory results, showing that the diagnostic
function N rej

noassigðDÞ did indicate a suitable lower
limit for D.

A strategy for choosing most suitable values for D
and nmax

The observations made in the analysis above can
be summarised as follows: (i) choosing exces-
sively small values for D may exclude the correct
assignment from the assignment possibilities for
an accepted peak; (ii) ARIA is robust towards
high numbers of assignment possibilities per
peak; (iii) the automatic removal of a large num-
ber of ambiguous peaks by ARIA due to exceed-
ing nmax has little influence on the quality of the
structures.

Keeping this in mind, the analysis in terms of
the diagnostic functions N rej

noassigðDÞ;N rej
nmax
ðD; nmaxÞ

(Figure 3), Nacc(D) and nav (Figures 3 and 5) sug-
gests a strategy for determining optimal values
for D and nmax. The point where N rej

noassigðDÞ
becomes minimal, i.e. when it is close to 0, such
that most of the peaks contain at least one possi-
ble assignment, provides a starting point to set D.
We recommend using values for D which are
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slightly (approx. 30%) larger than the lower
limit, to ensure the presence of the correct assign-
ment option among the assignment possibilities
for annotated peaks. However, values much lar-
ger than the lower limit should be avoided, as
they lead to an unnecessary increase of nav. The
extreme case of PB1 shows that with the help of
N rej
noassigðDÞ we can detect such particularly incon-

sistent datasets which require larger values for D.
nmax should be adjusted after the choice of D.

As shown above, the default value of 20 should
usually work for moderately-sized proteins. Erro-
neous choices for this parameter can be detected
by inspecting N rej

nmax
ðDÞ. In these cases, nmax

should be adjusted such that few peaks are
rejected for excess of assignment options in cor-
respondence to the chosen D. By imposing that
Dmax assumes similar values to the chosen D, we
obtain a criterion to optimise nmax.

If the chosen D and nmax lead to an exces-
sively large average number of ambiguities per
peak, nav should be reduced by using a smaller
nmax rather than a smaller D. Our results have
shown that it is preferable to lose some highly
ambiguous cross-peaks (which result in loose
structural restraints) rather than to include a
large number of incorrectly annotated peaks in
the calculation. With a standard ARIA protocol,
we recommend avoiding nav > 8 for 2D spectra
and nav > 15 for 3D spectra; these values corre-
spond to the largest tolerated nav values (see cal-
culations with nmax ¼ 200), reduced by two units
for precaution. As an alternative, large values for
nav may be handled by conveniently slowing the
cooling phase of the simulated annealing proto-
col in CNS, as shown by Lougheed et al. with
the melanoma inhibitory protein.

Conclusions

We performed ARIA structure calculations for
five different proteins, applying systematically dif-
ferent combinations of D and nmax. The results
showed how these parameters influence the per-
formance of the program and the quality of the
obtained structures. We achieved a quantitative
assessment of the software’s robustness in terms
of assignment ambiguity and peak-list incom-
pleteness: calculations tolerate high levels of peak
losses and assignment ambiguity, and thus larger

values for D; conversely, choosing excessively
small values for D may lead to misassignments
caused by the exclusion of the correct assignment
from the assignment possibilities for an accepted
peak. Furthermore, we have shown that a frac-
tion of unambiguously assigned peaks in the
early iterations is not a prerequisite for correct
performance and that convergence can be
achieved even without unambiguous peaks.
Hence, it is important to avoid the use of exces-
sively small D values. On the other hand, the use
of overly large D values may lead to structure
calculation failures resulting either from the
rejection of too many peaks for having too many
assignment possibilities, or from an excessive
average number of assignment options per peak.

We have shown that this can be avoided by
performing an analysis of the influence of D and
nmax on the initial NOE assignment prior to
structure calculation. Based on the output of this
pre-calculation analysis by the Cesta.py script,
we developed a strategy for choosing optimal
values for D and nmax which takes into account
the peculiarity of each dataset. In particular, this
analysis allows the recognition of datasets with
poor agreement between the chemical shifts
in the assignment-list and NOE cross-peak co-
ordinates. Furthermore, the proposed method is
computationally efficient, as it does not involve
time-consuming structure calculations.
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